STYLISH STONE WORKTOPS
F O R K I TC H E N S A N D B AT H R O O M S

The Blue Pearl Granite Company is a family-run stone fabrication business,
hand-crafting beautiful surfaces for over fifteen years. Working in partnership with
world-class stone companies including Cosentino, Bloomstone, Caesarstone and
The Marble & Granite Centre, means that the quality of the products combined
with the skills of the Blue Pearl Team is a perfect collaboration. Customers can
choose the perfect colour and finish to suit their design projects whether it be
a contemporary industrial trend or traditional polished finish, without limitation.
Our customers stretch across the South-East of England, including Cambridgeshire,
Hertfordshire, Suffolk & Norfolk. We have a reputation for delivering a first-class
client experience, from discussing detailed requirements with individual retail
customers to large construction partnerships.

Providing both domestic and
commercial installations we pride
ourselves on the highest standards
when it comes to health and safety.
For commercial installations, our
team provides a full RAMS Statement,
COVID-19 risk assessments and our
fitting team are site safety and CSCS
registered. We offer a templating
and fitting service for both domestic
and commercial properties, ensuring
the quality installation runs smoothly,
saving time and money for the client,
wherever possible.

Our Stone Masonry team have over five
decades of experience between them.
A combination of precision engineering
tools and hand craftsmanship allows
them to create beautiful surfaces from
quartz, quartzite, granite, or marble.
We are experts in the fabrication and
installation of Dekton, Lapitec and Neolith.
These products require rare skills of
craftmanship and enable us to create
truly stunning features like custom made
sinks from Deckton. Granites are treated
before they leave the production line
and again after installation, making sure
that each customer receives the perfect
care instructions, so their new surface
remains timeless.

The kitchen is the heart of every home, the focal point
for family life and a centre piece for entertaining.
Your worktop is the final piece of the jigsaw, bringing
the whole space together and finishing the look.
Our stone provides the touch of luxury to transform
your kitchen.
Established over fifteen years ago Blue Pearl Granite Ltd
has grown into one of the region’s leading manufacturers
of bespoke kitchen worktops. We are passionate about
our stone, every slab is hand inspected on delivery and
sourced from the finest quarries across the globe.

KITCHEN

WORKTOPS

The choice of stone is critical to the look of your kitchen,
each stone has its own unique set of properties and style.
Granite Formed from molten magma, granite is an
extremely hard, heat resistant durable surface with unique
veining and colouring – no two pieces are the same.
Quartz Man-made and engineered from natural quartz
bonded with adhesive to create a non-porous hygienic
surface, resistant to water and staining.
Dekton A compressed stone, super compact
with stain and UV protection, its both impact and heat
resistant and waterproof making it the perfect material
for your kitchen.
Quartzite A totally natural product
consisting mostly of quartz sandstone,
quartzite has the beautiful look of
marble but behaves like granite. This
combination of style, durability and heat
resistance is ideal for kitchen worktops.

KITCHEN

With hundreds of samples in
our showroom you are always
welcome to drop by and choose
your perfect material so please
call 01462 742 627 or email
sales@bluepearl-granite.com
to book a consultation today.

WORKTOPS

We have a combined experience of over fifty years within the
team and most of our new business comes from word of mouth
referrals from our clients. We are immensely proud of our trusted
reputation, and treat every customer the same. So whether you
are a trade or retail customer you will receive the same quality
personal service and craftsmanship.
From initial consultation through fabrication to install, we are with
you every step of the way. All our worktops are manufactured in
house to ensure the highest standard of precision and finish and
having this level of control over our production allows us to keep
turnaround times to a minimum.

BATHROOM

WORKTOPS

Your bathroom is one of the most important rooms
in the house, it’s a sanctuary, a place to relax and
unwind - it’s where you start and finish your day.
You set the tone and complete the look of your
home with the styling of your bathroom.
At Blue Pearl Granite we love to help create amazing
indoor spaces, we are specialists in manufacturing and
installing bespoke vanity tops, wall cladding and
flooring. We have helped customers create their
dream bathrooms for over 15 years and within this
time we have partnered with the finest companies and
quarries across the globe.

BATHROOM

Your choice of stone is critical to the look and durability of your
bathroom, we have hundreds of samples in our showroom and will
help you select the perfect product to suit your design needs.
Dekton Avaliable in 4mm to 30mm thickness, Deckton is designed for
multiple purposes, from wall cladding to floor tiles and work surfaces.
Quartz Man-made and engineered from natural quartz bonded
with adhesive to create a non-porous, hygienic surface that’s resistant
to water and staining. Quartz comes in a range of colours so you can
be really creative and adventurous with the choices.
Granite Formed from molten magma, granite is an extremely hard,
heat resistant durable surface with unique veining and colouring. No
two pieces are the same so your bathroom will be unique like no other.

WORKTOPS

All the manufacturing is a
combination of traditional
handcraftsmanship and computer
aided design technology. This not
only allows us to guarantee
the highest levels of precision and
craftsmanship, it allows us to keep
our production times to a minimum.
From templating to installation can
be as little as a week, which really
helps with tight deadlines.
Some of your best ideas come
when you are in the shower, so
please call 01462 742 627 or email
sales@bluepearl-granite.com
and let us help turn your bathroom
into an inspirational space.

SINKS
At Blue Pearl Granite we have an extensive range
of sinks and taps to add the finishing touch to your
kitchen. As a vital part of the kitchen triangle, you
will use your sink daily so it’s important to make
the right choice.

AND

We only stock products from top quality supplies
like Sterling and The 1810 Company, and with
our years of experience we can advise you on
the position, size and material of your sink so it
matches both your lifestyle and taste.

Call 01462 742 627 or email
sales@bluepearl-granite.com
and we will be happy to
advise you.

TAPS

FIRES

AND

HEARTHS

A fireplace brings any room to life and is the heart
and soul of your home. A fire creates an emotional
connection, with a calming influence that helps with
relaxation and wellbeing. There is nothing quite as cosy as
sitting in front of a fire when it’s cold outside. The fire hearth
surrounds the base of the fire and adds protection from the
embers emitted from solid fuels. Wood burners sit on a granite
fire hearth which provides a suitable solid flat base for stability.
Granite is a natural product and by its very nature is great at absorbing
the kind of heat produced by fire. The durable surface is scratch
resistant and has a dramatic effect on the overall look of your fireplace.
Pure black granite with its variety of finishes or a spectacular veined
stone will give a beautiful overall effect.
Quartz and Marble can be used for decorative modern electrical and wall mounted
fireplaces. They create a beautifully modern finish with the benefit of multiple
colour choices and effects. However, should not be used for solid fuel fireplaces
as quartz will scorch easily and discolour over time.
Lapitec® perfectly combines modern and elegant aesthetics with the functionality
required by each room in the home. The resistance to high temperatures and
natural, warm appearance of sintered stone make it the perfect material for
custom-designed, elegant fireplaces.
Transform your living space with
a unique fireplace or hearth.
Call 01462 742 627 or email
sales@bluepearl-granite.com and
we will be happy to advise you.

In recent times the outdoor space in your
home has become as important as the
interior. Gardens are now an additional
room of the home, a great place to relax,
play and entertain.

OUTDOOR

GARDEN

At Blue Pearl Granite we can help you create an enchanting outdoor
space that’s both practical and great to look at.
Granite is an ideal stone to use
outdoors, originally formed from
molten magma its extremely hard
and heat resistant and the perfect
stone to withstand the rigours of
a British climate. Each slab has
unique veining and colouring,
ensuring no two pieces are the
same. Granite can be used for a
multitude of purposes, the only
limit is your creativity.

OUTDOOR

GARDEN

We have been transforming garden
spaces with granite for over
15 years so, if it’s a worktop for an
outdoor barbeque area, surround
for a fire pit or decorative cladding
please call 01462 742 627 or email
sales@bluepearl-granite.com and
we will be happy to advise you.
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The Bluepearl Granite Company Ltd
Unit 6 Hullockpit Hill
Newnham Road
Hertfordhire
SG7 5DP
Telephone:
Office: 01462 742 627
David: 07795 844740
Geoff: 07887 753109
Email:
sales@bluepearl-granite.com
geoff.riley@bluepearl-granite.com
david.bevan@bluepearl-granite.com
www.bluepearl-granite.com
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